We design a two-dimensional ultra-thin elastic metasurface consisting of steel cores coated with elliptical rubbers embedded in epoxy matrix, capable of manipulating bulk elastic wave modes for reflected waves. The energy exchanges between the longitudinal and transverse modes are completely controlled by the inclined angle of rubber. One elastic mode can totally convert into another by the ultra-thin elastic metasurface. The conversion mechanism based on the nondegenerate dipolar resonance is a general method and easily extended to three-dimensional or mechanical systems. A mass-spring model is proposed and well describe the conversion properties.
In the past decade, the emerging of metasurfaces [1] , which are ultrathin material slabs with sub-wavelength artificial structures providing gradient phase delay on the surface, make it possible to modulate electromagnetic wavefront. The generalized Snell's law opens a new degree of freedom in manipulating electromagnetic waves. This concept of metasurfaces has been extended to acoustic metasurfaces. Full control (phase and amplitude) of scalar acoustic waves by acoustic metasurfaces has attracted a lot of research interests [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Various of acoustic metasurface based on coiling up structures [2] [3] [4] or Helmholtz resonators [5] are proposed to modulate acoustic wavefront. Very recently, Ghaffarivardavagh et al. [7] and Zhu et al. [8] present acoustic metasurfaces enabling acoustic control with simultaneous phase and amplitude modulation [9] . These works on amplitude manipulation fill the gap in full control of acoustic waves.
Elastic waves exhibit rich polarization catachrestic absent in acoustic and electromagnetic waves. Beside the phase and amplitude, polarization modulation is another challenging project specially for elastic waves. The concept of metasurface provide a new way for modes conversion of elastic waves. Until now, the modulating of elastic wave wavefront by elastic metasurfaces is widely studied in solid slabs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Very few works are carried out on bulk elastic waves [17] [18] [19] [20] .
To the best of our knowledge, it is still a blank in of amplitude or polarization properties manipulation for elastic waves. Some efforts have been made on interesting mode-coupled wave behavior in solids [20] [21] [22] [23] . However, critical incident angles or anisotropic materials are used in achieving total wave conversions. The manipulation of elastic wave modes by elastic metasurfaces
has not yet been explored.
In this letter, we design an ultra-thin elastic metasurface based on "three-component" resonators [24, 25] , which feature the elastic metasurface at low frequency. The elastic metasurface brings strong couplings between L and T modes, resulting in high mode conversions. We focus on the conversions from L-to-T modes, because it is harder than the conversion from T-to-L modes, and T waves have great potential in medical and industrial applications due to its short wavelength [21] .
We consider an elastic metasurface placed on the surface of a semi-infinite epoxy background, as shown in Figs. 1(a) . The elastic metasurface consists of periodic steel cylinders coated with elliptical soft rubbers embedded in epoxy matrix, as shown in Figs. 1(b) We let plane L waves normally incident from bottom, and both L and T modes are found in reflected waves. That means after reflecting by the elastic metasurface, some incident L waves have been converted into T waves. The L-to-T modes conversion rates (CR) can be described by the ratio / TL RI EE of their energy flux along the y-direction: 
As plane L waves are normally incident to the elastic metasurface, the semi-infinite solid background is modeled as a half one-dimensional monatomic chain. The mass of the chain is 0 m related to the mass density of the epoxy background, and the spring stiffness of the chain is 
In case of L wave incidence, we have 0 I B = . By using Eqs. (2) The expression of CR can be greatly reduced thus giving a clear picture for the conversion effect under two approximations: "low frequency" and "soft rubber". The studied system (shown in Figs. 1(a) ) is physically qualified to meet these two approximations. As the dipolar resonance are set at very low frequency, resulting from heavy cores and soft coating layers,  can be regarded as an infinitely small quantity. As the rubber is much softer than the other materials, the terms with modulus ratio between the rubber and other materials 
Equation (5) In conclusion, we design an ultra-thin elastic metasurface with ability in manipulating reflected elastic wave modes. The elastic metasurface contains obliquely placed elliptical coating layers, which break the decoupling between L and T elastic modes and bring strong non-degenerate dipolar resonance. Input elastic waves can be totally converted into the other mode after reflected by the elastic metasurface. The total conversion effect occurs with special frequency and included angle.
The special frequency is the eigenfrequency of the dipolar resonance, and the special included angle depends on but insensitive to the ratio between the L and T wave speeds in background. High 
